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A Compilation of Selected Papers from the Employment and Training Administration's 2003
Biennial National Research Conference
2003

the purpose of this special issue is to investigate topics related to sustainability issues in the new era especially in industry 4 0 or other new manufacturing
environments under industry 4 0 there have been great changes with respect to production processes production planning and control quality assurance internal
control cost determination and other management issues moreover it is expected that industry 4 0 can create positive sustainability impacts along the whole value
chain there are three pillars of sustainability including environmental sustainability economic sustainability and social sustainability this special issue collects 15
sustainability related papers from various industries that use various methods or models such as mathematical programming activity based costing abc material flow
cost accounting fuel consumption model artificial intelligence ai based fusion model multi attribute decision model madm and so on these papers are related to carbon
emissions carbon tax industry 4 0 economic sustainability corporate social responsibility csr etc the research objects come from china taiwan thailand oman cyprus
germany austria and portugal although the research presented in this special issue is not exhaustive this special issue provides abundant significant research related
to environmental economic and social sustainability nevertheless there still are many research topics that require our attention to solve problems of sustainability

Modelling and Analysis of Sustainability Related Issues in New Era
2019-06-24

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 26th international conference on case based reasoning research and development iccbr 2018 held in stockholm
sweden in july 2018 the 39 full papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed and selected from 77 submissions the theme of iccbr 2017 the future of cbr was
highlighted by several activities these papers which are included in the proceedings address many themes related to the theory and application of case based
reasoning and its future direction topics included multiple papers on textual cbr and a number of cognitive and human oriented papers as well as hybrid research
between cbr and machine learning

Case-Based Reasoning Research and Development
2018-10-08

this book is a tribute to the work of maurizio grassini econometrician and model builder the selection of his works in the first part of the volume is mainly devoted to
research issues of multisectoral modelling in fact m grassini has dedicated a large part of his professional life to building and developing the intimo model for the
italian economy within the inforum research project the book does not aim to be a celebration of the past but takes a look at the future of the multisectoral modelling
which m grassini has contributed so much to in the second part of the book colleagues and friends who have encountered m grassini in the professional sphere on
matters of quantitative economic analysis or still working with him on interindustry models have given their contribution to look at the future prospects of a research
field firmly based on the experience of what has been done so far
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evolutionary computation and optimization algorithms in software engineering applications and techniques lays the foundation for the successful integration of
evolutionary computation into software engineering it surveys techniques ranging from genetic algorithms to swarm optimization theory to ant colony optimization
demonstrating their uses and capabilities these techniques are applied to aspects of software engineering such as software testing quality assessment reliability
assessment and fault prediction models among others to providing researchers scholars and students with the knowledge needed to expand this burgeoning
application

NASA Technical Paper
1991

the two volume set ccis 1959 and 1960 constitutes the refereed post conference proceedings of the 38th ccf national conference on computer applications ccf ncca
2023 held in suzhou china during july 16 20 2023 the 39 revised full papers presented in these proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected from 197
submissions the papers are organized in the following topical sections volume i artificial intelligence and application volume ii data science and technology pattern
recognition and machine learning network communication and security frontier and comprehensive applications

NASA Technical Paper
1990

modern economies depend on innovation in services for their future growth service innovation increasingly depends on information technology and digitization of
information processes designing new services is a complex matter since collaboration with other companies and organizations is necessary service innovation is
directly related to business models that support these services i e services can only be successful in the long run with a viable business model that creates value for
its customers and providers this book presents a theoretically grounded yet practical approach to designing viable business models for electronic services including
mobile ones i e the stof model and based on it the stof method the stof model provides a holistic view on business models with four interrelated perspectives i e
service technology organization and finance it elaborates on critical design issues that ultimately shape the business model and drive its viability

U.S. Geological Survey Water-supply Paper
1982

european societies and economies continue to rely on services of general interest sgi to produce legitimacy fair access to basic services such as transport energy and
communication infrastructures education and health care is regarded as a cornerstone of the european model of society as a way to promote territorial cohesion and
lastly as a right held by every eu citizen these collective regional and individual perspectives on services of general interest are in the focus of this edited volume in



the light of postmodern societies demographic aging migratory patterns globalization and economic crises territorially sensitive challenges arise and targeted
solutions are needed accordingly

Delta-Mendota Canal/California Aqueduct Intertie, Central Valley Project
2009

with the technological advancement of mobile devices social networking and electronic services technologies continues to play an ever growing part of the global way
of life incorporated into cultural economical and organizational levels technologies concepts methodologies tools and applications 4 volume provides a comprehensive
depiction of current and future trends in support of the evolution of information systems applications and the internet through coverage of the latest models concepts
and architectures this multiple volume reference supplies audiences with an authoritative source of information and direction for the further development of the
internet and based phenomena
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2013
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Collection of Technical Papers
1968

describes analyses and assesses the european social dialogue from a combined theoretical and normative perspective and applies theoretical strands stemming from
industrial relations ec law and political theory to an understanding and assessment of the genesis actors processes and outcomes of the european social dialogue
through 2007

Evolutionary Computation and Optimization Algorithms in Software Engineering: Applications and
Techniques
2010-06-30

how can greenhouse gases be controlled and reduced will it be in time this book adds a significant new contribution to the crucial climate change global warming
debate incorporating the key political and legal considerations into real world applied economic analysis the authors provide a unique focus on the wider political
economy of the problem all the key issues of controlling climate change costs timing and degree of stabilisation ecological taxt reform developing countries and
evolution of international agreements are placed firmly within the current legal and political context with state of the art economic techniques introduced to analyse
different policy proposals covering both the developing and developed world this book identifies important new policies to foster effective agreements on eissions and



prevent global warming realistic policies likely to receive support at both international and domestic levels be in time this book adds a significant new contribution to
the crucial climate change global warming debate incorporating the key political and legal considerations into real world applied economic analysis the book s authors
provide a unique focus on the wider political economy of the problem all the key issues of controlling climate change costs timing and degree of stabilisation
ecological tax reform developing countries and evolution of international agreements are placed firmly within the current legal and political economy context with
state of the art economic techniques introduced to analyse different policy proposals covering both the developing and developed world this book identifies important
new policies to foster effective agreements on emmissions and prevent global warming realistic policies which are likely to receive support at both international and
domestic levels

California-Oregon Transmission Project and the Los Banos-Gates Transmission Project (CA,OR,WA)
1988
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Collection of Technical Papers on ...
1968-04

implementing rti with gifted students shares how rti can fit within the framework of gifted education programming models this edited book will serve as a reference
guide for those interested in learning more about rti and how it might be effectively implemented to meet the needs of all gifted students chapters contributed by top
gifted education experts focus on topics including tiered supports and services for gifted learners screening assessment and progress monitoring evidence based
practices popular gifted education models that fit within a tiered framework and diversity additional resources for schools include a self assessment needs survey
guidelines for planning forms templates and timelines for getting started and rubrics for reviewing implementation fidelity and progress

Collection of Technical Papers on Structural Dynamics
1968

this book presents the proceedings of the fourth international conference on health care systems engineering hcse 2019 which took place in montreal canada from
may 30 to june 1 2019 the event took place in the mother and child university hospital chu sainte justine in montréal and each session was co chaired by a discussant
coming from the clinical practice the conference offered scientists and practitioners an opportunity to discuss operations management issues in health care delivery
systems and to share new ideas methods and technologies for improving the operation of health care organizations focusing on applications of systems engineering
optimization and statistics to improve health care delivery and health systems the book covers topics relating to a broad spectrum of concrete problems that pose
challenges for researchers and practitioners alike including hospital drug logistics operating theatre management blood donation home care services modeling
simulation process mining and data mining in patient care and health care organizations



Computer Applications
2023-12-13

there has been an explosion in the literature and research on environmental and resource economics in recent years this major annual publication provides a cutting
edge survey of current research by the leading experts in the field

Mobile Service Innovation and Business Models
2008-05-27
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Paper
2000

the background for the workshop on cohesive sediment dynamics special reference to physical processes in estuaries is briefly outlined in chapter i here i wish to
acknowledge those whose support i consider to be pivotal to this under taking my deepest appreciation goes to cynthia vey whose organizational skills and dedicated
effort made the completion of this volume possible thanks are also due to gail terry for workshop organization jean branson for word processing and lillean pieter for
helping with drawings finally i must express my sincere appreciation to arthur ezra 9f the national science foundation for providing support through grant no cee
8401185 for the workshop and to hsiang wang for depart mental encouragement with deepest regret i must note the untimely death of ranjan ariathurai 39 on june 5
1985 before this volume could be published he was a guiding force to many within the small group of researchers in cohesive sediment dynamics and his professional
brilliance and inspirational personal qualities constituted the true spirit behind the workshop i trust this volume will serve albeit in a small way as a fitting memory to
this spirit and to the remarkable professional contributions ranjan made during his short career professor ray b krone professor emmanuel partheniades department of
civil engineering department of engineering sciences university of california university of florida davis california gainesville florida table of contents chapter page i
introduction ashish j mehta 1 ii

Services of General Interest and Territorial Cohesion
2015-10-28

a major theme of this book is the use of computers for supporting collaborative learning this is not surprising since computer supported collaborative learning has
become both a widespread educational practice and a main domain of research moreover collaborative learning has deep roots in asian educational traditions given
the large number of researchers within this field its scope has become very broad under this umbrella one finds a variety of more specific topics such as interaction
analysis collaboration scripts e g the jigsaw script communities of practice sociocognitive conflict resolution cognitive apprenticeship various tools for argumentation
online discussion or collaborative drawing tools whiteboards collaborative writing and the role of facilitators most research work on collaborative learning focuses on



interactions rather than on the contents of environments which had been the focus in the previous decades of learning technology research however there is no
reason to focus on one aspect to the detriment of the other the editors are pleased that the selected papers also cover multiple issues related to the storage
representation and retrieval of knowledge ontologies for learning environments and the semantic web knowledge bases and data mining meta data and content
management systems and so forth this publication also reveals a growing interest for non verbal educational material namely pictures and video materials which are
already central to new popular web based applications this book includes contributions that bridge both research tracks the one focusing on interactions and the other
on contents the pedagogical use of digital portfolios both for promoting individual reflections and for scaffolding group interactions

Web Technologies: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications
2009-10-31

the earlier editions of this title have been best selling definitive references for those needing technical information about automotive fuels this long awaited latest
edition has been thoroughly revised and updated yet retains the original fundamental fuels information that readers find so useful this book is written for those with
an interest in or a need to understand automotive fuels because automotive fuels can no longer be developed in isolation from the engines that will convert the fuel
into the power necessary to drive our automobiles knowledge of automotive fuels will also be essential to those working with automotive engines small quantities of
fuel additives increasingly play an important role in bridging the gap that often exists between fuel that can easily be produced and fuel that is needed by the ever
more sophisticated automotive engine this book pulls together in a single extensively referenced volume the three different but related topics of automotive fuels fuel
additives and engines and shows how all three areas work together it includes a brief history of automotive fuels development followed by chapters on automotive
fuels manufacture from crude oil and other fossil sources one chapter is dedicated to the manufacture of automotive fuels and fuel blending components from
renewable sources including e fuels the safe handling transport and storage of fuels from all sources are covered new combustion systems to achieve reduced
emissions and increased efficiency are discussed and the way in which the fuels physical and chemical characteristics affect these combustion processes and the
emissions produced are included as co2 is now an important emission there is also discussion regarding low and non carbon fuels and how they might be used there is
also discussion on engine fuel system development and how these different systems affect the corresponding fuel requirements because the book is for a global
market fuel system technologies that only exist in the legacy fleet in some markets are included the way in which fuel requirements are developed and specified is
discussed this covers test methods from simple laboratory bench tests through engine testing and long term test procedures isbn 9781468605785 isbn
9781468605792 isbn 9781468605808 doi 10 4271 9781468605792
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The European Social Dialogue Under Articles 138 and 139 of the EC Treaty
2005-10-05
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Health Care Systems Engineering
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The International Yearbook of Environmental and Resource Economics 2000/2001
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Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
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Transactions - The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
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Automotive Fuels Reference Book, Fourth Edition
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